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Clovis becomes first “Gigabit City” in New Mexico 

 

(Clovis, N.M.) …  Plateau Telecommunications, Incorporated, is pleased to announce construction has begun 

in Zone 1 in the city of Clovis for ultra-fast 1 Gbps (Gigabit per second) fiber to the home Internet service. 

Zone 1 encompasses an area north of Wilhite Road in the northeastern section of the city and becomes the 

first neighborhood  within the Plateau Gigabit Clovis designated zones to qualify. To celebrate, a 

groundbreaking ceremony will be held between 917 and 925 Curran Drive in the Hartley Estates, at 11 a.m. 

on Tuesday, June 24. Everyone is invited. 

 

Plateau has offered communications services to businesses and certain residential neighborhoods in Clovis for 

almost 10 years over an advanced fiber optic network. Gigabit Clovis offers a new set of Plateau Fiber 

residential services where customers can get Gigabit Internet services at an affordable price, with the option 

of bundling with Plateau HDTV and home phone services. Gigabit Clovis is also an expansion of the network 

into existing residential neighborhoods to make Plateau Fiber ultimately available to all Clovis residents.   

 

Residential customers in Plateau’s Clovis service area began a reservation process for the service in April, 

with Zone 1 being the first to meet the pre-registration goal. Pre-registration remains open for the other zones. 

For a $10 refundable deposit, residents can help their neighborhood be the next to get connected by indicating 

their interest to receive Plateau Fiber. Those pre-registering and subscribing to the service will receive a $20 

credit on their first bill.   

 

 “Today we celebrate the beginning of Clovis becoming the first Gigabit City in New Mexico. Plateau is 

proud  to bring this cutting-edge technology to the area. ,” said Plateau CEO Tom Phelps. 

 

Additional information is available at www.plateaufiber.com or by calling 1-877-752-8328. 

 

Formed in 1949 as Eastern New Mexico Rural Telephone Cooperative, Plateau provides advanced 

telecommunications services including voice, Internet, wireless and video to residents in all or parts of 14 

eastern New Mexico counties and three in the Texas Panhandle.  
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